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Beginner’s Guide to Yoast SEO

If you’ve got a WordPress website, you’ll probably find yourself in need of a 
plugin to help with your SEO. 


There are many options to choose from, including:


1. Yoast,

2. SEMRush,

3. Google Search Console,

4. Ahrefs, 

5. All in One SEO Pack,

6. SEOPress,

7. RankMath,

8. WP Rocket,

9. SEOquake,

10. Monster Insights.


Yoast SEO is top of that list for a good reason.  

This guide will help you learn:

How to correctly enter information in the configuration wizard,


What the Yoast SEO meta box is and how it works,


What you can do from the Yoast SEO dashboard.


Let’s crack into it.  

https://www.wpbeginner.com/refer/semrush/
https://search.google.com/search-console/about
https://www.wpbeginner.com/refer/ahrefs/
https://wordpress.org/plugins/all-in-one-seo-pack/
https://www.wpbeginner.com/refer/seopress/
https://wordpress.org/plugins/seo-by-rank-math/
https://www.wpbeginner.com/refer/wp-rocket/
http://www.seoquake.com/
https://monsterinsights.com/
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Configuration Wizard

After installing Yoast SEO, you can access the Yoast SEO dashboard by 
clicking on the new SEO tab in your WordPress dashboard.


If this is your first time using the plugin, you should see a prominent notice 
for First-time SEO configuration.


By clicking 
the configuration 
wizard link, Yoast SEO will 
give you a guided tour to 
help you set up all of the 
basic SEO settings:


Then, on the first page of 
the wizard, click Configure 
Yoast SEO.


Section 1: Environment 

You should always 
choose Option A unless 
you’re working on a 
development site in the 
Environment area. 
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Section 2: Site type 

In the Site type section, try to 
choose the type of site that 
best matches your website.


Section 3: Organization or person 

Next, choose whether your website represents an organisation or a person.

If you choose organisation, you’ll also be asked to enter:


๏ 	 The name of the organisation

๏ 	 Your organisation’s logo (112x112px, at minimum. I suggest a square 

logo.)


If you choose Person, you’ll 
need to enter the name of the 
Person.

Enter all of the social media 
profiles for your website. If 
you’re creating a website for 
an organisation, this will be 
your social media profiles. If 

it’s a person, you can edit the details, like the social profiles, the name and 
the description of the user profile page.


You don’t need to enter all of them – choose the social media profiles you 
actively want to promote.
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This section helps Yoast SEO provide additional information to Google to 
generate a Knowledge Graph Card, so every little bit of information helps.


Section 4: Search engine visibility 



In the Search engine 
visibility section, you can choose 
whether or not to allow certain 
types of content to be indexed in 
search engines.


Depending on your set-up, you 
may have more content types 
than those listed in the image, 
such as ‘Case Studies’ or 
‘Portfolio’ etc. 


99.99% of the time, you want to leave these as the defaults. Unless you 
already know what you’re doing, don’t change these settings.


Section 5: Multiple authors 

If you’re the only person writing 
on your site, then choose “no” 
Yoast SEO will automatically mark 
your author archives as noindex 
to avoid duplicate content. 
(noindex tells search engines not 
to index that page). 


Yoast SEO does this because the author archives are 100% identical to your 
actual blog index page on a single author blog.


https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knowledge_Graph
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If you plan to have multiple authors, choose “yes” so that people can still 
find a specific author’s post archives in the Google search results.


Section 6: Google Search Console 

Google Search Console is a tool 
from Google that allows you to 
view information about how your 
site works in Google organic 
search. If you’re already 
using Google Search Console, 
you can allow Yoast SEO to 
import information by clicking 
the Get Google Authorization 
Code and enter the code here.


If you’re not sure what Google Search Console is, feel free to click Next and 
skip this for now.  


You can read more about GSC in my How to Use WordPress Guide. 


Section 7: Title settings 

Your Title is the main headline 
that appears in Google search 
results (and visitors’ browser 
tabs.


In this section, you can choose:

๏ Your website name

๏ The Separator.


Final Sections 

https://search.google.com/search-console/about
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In these, Yoast SEO will try to get you to:

๏ Sign up for the Yoast SEO newsletter

๏ Purchase Yoast SEO Premium, keyword research training, or plugin 

training,


You do not need to do either of these 
things unless you want to.


Just keep pressing next until you 
get to section 10 – Success! And 
then click Close. 

Your Yoast SEO plugin is now configured! 
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The Yoast SEO Meta Box

On a day-to-day basis, the Yoast SEO meta box is where you’ll interact with 
the plugin the most. The meta box helps you by:


Analysing your content for its SEO quality and readability,


Letting you configure settings for how your content works in Google 
and social media.


Getting to Grips to Yoast SEO  

The meta box appears underneath the WordPress editor (its exact location 
depends on your other plugins and themes).


1. Switch between Snippet Preview, Readability analysis, Focus 
keyphrase, and Cornerstone content,


2. It lets you access additional settings for social media,

3. It lets you access advanced options. 
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Meta Information Tab

The first area in this first tab is the Snippet preview.


You can click the Edit 
snippet button to edit your 
content’s Title and Meta 
description manually. 

You’ll see a live preview at 
the top as you edit the 
information.


This information is crucial 
because it’s what will show 
up in Google’s search results.


Your title and meta description should accurately describe your page in a 
way that will encourage your target audience to click on your website 
whenever they come across your website in search results.


Monitor your Readability  

Below this, we see the Readability analysis. 


In the Readability analysis area, Yoast SEO tries to gauge how readable 
your content will be to human visitors and then make some suggestions for 
improving your readability.


These suggestions aren’t perfect – so don’t feel like you need to get a 
perfect score. But they are a good high-level guide. To be honest, I usually 
pay very little attention to this section. I use the focus keyphrase section 
much more extensively.
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Your Focus Keywords 

In the Focus keyphrase area, you can enter a Focus keyword to optimise 
your content.


Essentially, you’ll want to perform some keyword research to find a keyword 
that people are searching for. 


Then, you enter that keyword into this box, and Yoast SEO will analyse your 
content to see how well optimised your post is for that specific keyword.


It will tell you both what you’re doing well and what needs to be improved. 

If you are using the premium version of Yoast SEO, you can also add a 
related keyword.


It’s important to remember that the Yoast focus keyphrase doesn’t help you 
rank in Google. It’s only advice to help you optimise your content. 

Don’t Focus on Turning Every Light ‘Green’  

You will notice that Yoast works on a traffic light system and will make 
recommendations on changes you can make to improve the optimisation of 
your page. 

This could include things like making sure your keyword is included in your 
meta description.  
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Improvements in red are what Yoast deems to be most important, yellow 
would be “nice to haves”, and green 
items are things you are doing 
well. 

Do not fall into the trap of trying to get a green light on every item.  
This could be over-optimisation, and you could be harming your website by 

doing so. 


Remember that with SEO, 
you are not optimising for 
Google. You need to 
optimise for the audience. 
This means, even if Yoast 
is telling you to make a 
particular change, but if 
you don’t think it would 
make sense for a reader, 
leave it alone.  

Seriously, it’s OK to ignore 
SOME recommendations 
from Yoast. 
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My rule of thumb is that as long as the ‘overall’ light at the top is green, then 
I’m doing a good job. 

The fact that every item is not green will NOT harm your SEO. 

Cornerstone Content  

You can choose whether or not to designate the post as cornerstone content 
in the Cornerstone content area.


Cornerstone content is the core of your website. It consists of the best, most 
important articles on your site; 
the pages or posts you want 
to rank highest in the search 
engines.

 


Cornerstone articles are usually relatively long, informative articles that 
combine insights from different blog posts and cover everything necessary 
about a particular topic.


In other words, only choose your best content and posts or pages that you 
are going to keep up to date as cornerstone content.


Social Media Tab

You can configure how your content 
will look when shared on Facebook or 
Twitter in the Social tab


This is the information that a social 
network automatically generates when 
a URL is shared.
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You won’t need to edit this information for each post most of the time 
because Yoast SEO will automatically generate it based on your SEO title 
and your featured image. Still, if you want to override those defaults, this is 
where you do it.


Advanced Tab

You will need to use the advanced tab if you want to:


๏ Stop Google from indexing a specific piece of content. Or in other 
words, allow or disallow search engines from showing it in search 
results.


๏ Specify what is known as a canonical URL to avoid duplicate content.




Should you need to, you can 
change these settings as shown 
in the image on the left. 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How to Optimise with Yoast SEO 

Now you understand how to use the Yoast SEO plugin; it’s time to start 
putting what we’ve learnt into practice and learn the top steps you need to 
have to help ensure your content is optimised.  


Why Optimise your Content? 

By correctly optimising your content, you’re making it easier for search 
engines to crawl and index your content. When done, you have a better 
chance of showing up higher on search results pages.


Use the Checklist on the following page to help you 

continually create fully optimised posts n Yoast SEO.  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Content SEO Checklist 


Write your content.


Research the most appropriate keywords - don’t over-optimise or 
spam your keywords. You can use semantically related and long-tail 
variations too.


Add your content into WordPress,


Optimise your snippet by editing your title and adding a meta 
description,


Enter your chosen keyword into the Focus Keyphrase box,


Check your optimisation results,


Make any necessary adjustments to improve your optimisation,


Check your readability scores,


Make any essential readability adjustments,


Fill out the social media tab,


Check if you need to change any advanced settings,


Preview how the content looks in WordPress,


Publish and promote your content. 

Content Name and Type (Page or Post):
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About Me 
Hey, I’m Nikki. 


Everything in this guide has been tried and 
tested by myself and others in the industry. 


I work in SEO and have done so for many 
years. Each day I am using WordPress and 
Yoast SEO, so you can be confident that I am 
hands-on with the topics covered in this 
guide and the more advanced features of this 
plugin.


I am working with keywords and 
implementing SEO tactics daily. I’m also 
regularly researching and attending events to 
ensure I’m always up to date on the latest 
developments in the industry. 


My work in SEO has delivered brilliant results 
for my clients and continues to do so to this 
day. The results include better visibility, 
increased conversions and higher ROI. 


This is what we’re all after, right? 


I’m confident that if you are new to 
WordPress, this guide will help you get to 
grips with it and set you up for success.

Follow Me:
NikkiRHalliwell

NikkiRHalliwell

NikkiRHalliwell

nikkihalliwell.com

buymeacoffee.com/nikkihalliwell 

https://twitter.com/NikkiRHalliwell
https://www.nikkihalliwell.com/
https://www.buymeacoffee.com/nikkihalliwell
https://www.facebook.com/NikkiRHalliwell
https://www.instagram.com/nikkirhalliwell/
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